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1 Lesson theme .
"Introduction of Japanese culture"

: Manufacture of a Japanese traditional toys and play .

2 The outline and the purpose of the lesson .
Children manufacture a Japanese traditional toy (bamboo dragonfly). They fly and play with the Japanese teachers
after that.They can touch or know about Japanese tradition culture through these activities.
3 Reserve stock .
- Bamboo dragonfly material (a shuttlecock, axis) . 25 sets of one class
- A manufacture tool .
Sandpaper (#100, 15x15cm), a cutter knife, ruler (about 15cm), aluminum foil (3x4cm), a candle (from
a diameter 5 to about 6cm), a lighter or a match, a quick-drying glue, wire, or a nail (from the diameter of
2mm to 3mm) A thing longer than the diameter of a glass, a glass (if it is a cylinder type, it is not necessary
to be a glass) .
- The string for cat's cradles.
4 Syllabus planning .
The contents of activity

Instruction, support, and important matter

Time

Data etc

1, Introduction of the toy of
traditional Japan.
-An easy greeting in Japanese - T1, T2, and T3 perform the method of an easy
Start of activity

is carried out.

Japanese greeting, and greet also with the
children.

-How in the cat's cradle of a
Japanese style to play.

- Explain cat's cradle.
- T2 introduces one-person cat's cradle, and

dragonfly play.
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introduces two-person cat's cradle by T2 and T3

The string

after that.

for

- It is made to be considered what kind of form it
-It gets to know about bamboo

Picture .

cat's

cradles .

expresses.
- a picture shows the answer.

The

- Fly the bamboo dragonfly which is a traditional

diagram of

Japanese toy. And the quality of the material, how to

a

play, etc. are explained.

dragonfly .

bamboo

2,Manufacture

of

a

bamboo

dragonfly.

Bamboo
- T1 guides how to make according to a print.

dragonfly

- T1 explains, assembling children and showing

manufactur

-Children listen to explanation thing.
about

the

method

e diagram .

of

The

manufacture.

print

for

-They manufacture.

explanation
- Distribute a tool and material.

.

Deployment of activity

-All teachers of Joetsu University of Education
support bamboo dragonfly manufacture.

Material of
a

- Danger is also accompanied by heating work with a
candle. Teachers assist children so that it may not

bamboo

dragonfly .
30

be injured (burn etc.).

Glass
Cutter
Sandpaper

- Actually fly from the child who completed.

Candle

3, They play a bamboo dragonfly - Explain the notes when flying.
and

cat's

cradle

Quick-

and

drying glue

interchange with the students

Aluminum

of

foil

Joetsu

University

of

Education.
-They actually fly it.
-They play cat's cradle with
the

students

University

of

of

Joetsu - T4 comes out to the outdoors together with

Education.

(When a margin is in school

children or students, and plays a bamboo dragonfly
(it is a gymnasium in case of rainy weather).

hours) .
- T1 participates in the exchange with children, after
checking that all the members have completed.
Conclusion of activity

4, Children write the comment - I have comment written about having made the
having referred to Japanese

Study card

bamboo dragonfly and having played.

culture.

.
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- Finally give them all the members the folded paper

Folded

crane made from colored paper as a mark of

paper

gratitude and friendship.

crane

